DEALS ON
ELECTRONICS, TOOLS,
AND HOMEWARES.

Prices in effect until November 28, 2021 at participating Co-ops while quantities last. Not all brands or products available at all Co-ops. We redeem all valid manufacturers coupons. Some Brands may be substituted due to regional availability. Not all products are exactly as illustrated. Where illustration and print differ, print is correct.

ELECTRONICS

PACKARD BELL AIRBOOK 2-IN-1

10.1” LCD COQ14PACYBPK
docking station
10.1” 2-in-1 Laptop/Tablet with charging dock

SAMSUNG 65” 4K UHD HDR LED Tizen Smart TV

CRAIG HOME THEATRE SYSTEM WITH DVD PLAYER

5.1 HOME THEATRE SYSTEM WITHDVD PLAYER

CO-OP

Packard Bell airBook 2-in-1

101.1” LCD/NOTEBOOK LCD/101.1”

10.1” 2-in-1 Laptop/Tablet with charging dock

SAMSUNG 65” 4K UHD HDR LED Tizen Smart TV

CRAIG HOME THEATRE SYSTEM WITH DVD PLAYER

5.1 HOME THEATRE SYSTEM WITH DVD PLAYER